Tell Me More
by Graham Christian
“Tell Me More,” a column about English country dance titles, by dance leader
Graham Christian, has been in the CDSS News since 2005.
In English country dance, we often hear questions like these from dancers:
“What is the origin of this dance? What does the name of the dance mean?” As the
notes to Keller and Shimer’s Playford Ball* show, English country dances were rich
with topical allusion, and gained in meaning by pointed reference to contemporary
persons, political events and popular entertainment. Tell Me More will try to
address these questions on the basis of recent research, enriching our dance
experience by deepening our knowledge of the original contexts of dances of lasting
appeal.
G.C.

Titles (in order of publication)
1. Sion House
2. Anna Maria
3. Beggar Boy
4. Red House
5. Mrs. Savage’s Whim
6. The Siege of Limerick
7. Lord of Carnarvon’s Jigg
8. Orange Nan
9. Spanish Jigg
10. Old Noll’s Jig
11. Trip to the Jubilee
12. The She Favourite
13. The Maid’s Last Wish
14. Young Widow
15. Ore Boggy
16, The Drummer
17, Delia
18. Lord Foppington

19. The Punch-Bowl
20. Jacque Latin
21. Wa Is Me, What Mun I Do?
22. The Hop-Ground

1.

Sion House
Syon House (sic) is an English manor with a long and varied history: it was
originally the site of the Bridgettine Syon Abbey, one of the last great monastic
foundations in England; their last Father Confessor died unpleasantly for refusing
to acknowledge Henry VIII’s supremacy over the Church in England. It was at Syon
that Jane Grey, daughter-in-law of the then-owner, accepted the crown of England,
which she famously bore for only nine days. It later passed to the Percy family, the
Earls of Northumberland, who still own it. For the purposes of the dance, I think
the key historical moment occurs during the Civil War, when the then-Earl, known
for his neutrality, acted as governor to the Duke of York, later to become James II.
“Sion House” appeared in 1686, during James’ brief reign (1685-1688), in the
seventh edition of The Dancing Master.
(CDSS News, issue #184, May/June 2005)

2.

Anna Maria
The dance Anna Maria first appears in the ninth edition of The Dancing Master in
1695. There was a famous bearer of the name on the Continent, the crushingly
learned feminist Anna Maria von Schurman (1607-1678), but I suspect that our
Anna Maria was Anna Maria Brudenell (1642-1702), the daughter of the second
Earl of Cardigan. She married the eleventh Earl of Shrewsbury in 1659. He died in
1668 from wounds received in a duel with her lover, George Villiers, the second
Duke of Buckingham. According to rumor, Anna Maria attended the duel dressed as
a page and held Buckingham’s horse. She was forced to break off her affair with
Buckingham in 1673 after her son’s trustees petitioned the House of Lords (whether
because she was embarrassing the family name or because she was drawing too
heavily on her son’s inheritance sources do not specify: more likely the latter). She
promptly entered a convent in Paris in 1674, but returned to England the following
year, and by 1677 had married a George Rodney Bridges of Somerset. Anna Maria
would have been in her fifties by the time the dance appeared in print, but her
beauty remained proverbial well into the eighteenth century. And of course, we
don’t know by how long the dance’s creation preceded its publication—there’s
nothing about it that says it couldn’t have been a dance of the late 1670s. Anna
Maria has always struck me as one of those people it’s better to know from a
distance—at least arm’s length; several miles rather better.
(CDSS News, issue #185, July/August 2005)

3.

Beggar Boy
Dance historians believe that some early English country dances originated in court
entertainments or stage productions, while some made reference to contemporary
politics or social life. It seems to me that The Beggar Boy, that lovely set dance with
its haunting tune which appeared in the first edition of Playford’s Dancing Master
(or, as it was then called, The English Dancing Master) in 1651, may partake of a

bit of all of these. In 1640, the Cockpit Theatre was closed for three days for staging
Richard Brome’s play The Court Begger (spelled thus at publication), which treated
recent political and social trends in a satirical manner. The specific butt of Brome’s
satire is what was then called “the projector,” what we might now call a speculator
or entrepreneur. The last act of Brome’s play makes extensive use of music and
social dance, including a kind of pseudo-masque in which a Boy (a servant) and a
chambermaid take the parts of Cupid and Venus, and several of the principal
characters dance together. While the complex plot resolves in the foreground, “the
revelers” dance first a dance they have designed themselves, then “Sellengers
Round or the like,” and then a dance in which five men exhibit themselves to win
the hand of a merry widow who joins them for a final dance. In one of these dances,
the other characters tear off the outer layers of the projectors’ clothing to reveal
ragged clothing beneath—hence their genuine “beggary.” It is very likely that The
Begger-Boy, as it was titled in 1651, had its origins in this play: Brome himself may
have devised the dance, since the Epilogue to The Court Begger says that he “has
made merry pretty jigges that ha’ pleas’d a many.” Interestingly, the appearance of
this dance may have restimulated public interest in Brome, who had struggled in
poverty since the closing of the theatres in 1642; his final play, staged in 1641, was
at last published the year after The English Dancing Master. Brome died in 1652,
and The Court Begger was printed again with other plays in 1653, lending a
renewed currency and poignancy to The Begger-Boy.
(CDSS News, issue #186, September/October 2005)
4.

Red House
One of the dances selected by Helen and Douglas Kennedy for their Country
Dance Book, New Series of 1929 was Red House, which appeared in the ninth
edition of The Dancing Master. Among the old dances, Red House is remarkably
equal in its action, with its partner “chases” initiated by first man and then by first
woman and its sequential heys—all motivated by a driving A-minor tune.
But what of the title? A recent gazetteer of the British Isles lists almost a dozen
places of this name, most of them easily ancient enough to make them candidates,
not to mention innumerable pubs and even the homestead of designer William
Morris (far too late for our purposes). The prime clue to the dance’s origins may lie
not in its name but in its tune. In 1716, the Venetian choreographer Gregorio
Lambranzi published-—in Nuremberg—a book entitled Neue und Curieuse
Theatrialische Tantz-Schul, which showed, with beautifully engraved plates
throughout, many scenarios of the Commedia dell’Arte: the eighteenth and
nineteenth plates show the tune for Red House above four comic dancers. The tune,
then, may well have come from the Commedia—but again, why Red House? Where
the Commedia was well established, as in Venice and many other places around
Italy, it often used quite elaborate scenic effects, but when the players had to travel,
they almost invariably used “flats” on each side that depicted houses of red brick, to
suggest those respectable establishments that the players’ antics would soon turn

upside down. The creator of Red House, then, may well have seen one of the
traveling troupes of the Commedia and borrowed one of the repertoire’s best tunes
and one of its visual trademarks for a dance that adapted the comic pranks of the
Italian Comedy for the social dancers of William and Mary’s England.
(CDSS News, issue #188, January/February 2006)
5.

Mrs. Savage’s Whim
One of the dances interpreted and presented by Bernard Bentley for his first
Fallibroome collection in the early 1960s was this dance, which originated in the
second volume of Playford’s Dancing Master in 1710. The figures were not
new—they had appeared as early as 1698 with a Purcell tune from his semi-opera
Bonduca—but the tune was, and the title gave the whole an aroma of society
scandale.
The Savage family history is peppered with noteworthy—and
notorious—women, including Elizabeth Savage, Countess Rivers, who flung a box
with her treasured pearls into a pond to keep them from angry Parliamentarian
rioters, as well as Anne Gerard, mistress of the fourth Earl Rivers, and probable
mother of the poet Richard Savage. By far the likeliest Mistress Savage, circa 1710,
however, is Elizabeth Savage, daughter of the fourth Earl, who eloped with James
Barry, fourth Earl Barrymore in 1706.
The distinctive movements of the dance, with its fickle gestures toward three
different dancers in quick succession, must have seemed an apt illustration of the
fibs and false promises of elopement and secret marriage, and surely must have
come to seem prophetic of Barrymore’s career, who, after Elizabeth’s death in 1714,
went on to be viewed as one of the most double-dealing politicians in England: only
his advanced age spared him from trial and probable execution in 1745, after the
failure of Charles Edward Stuart’s attempt to seize the English Crown.
(CDSS News, issue #189, March/April 2006)

6.

The Siege of Limerick
Few English country dances have stories as rich as this longtime favorite of
many an annual ball and weekly series, best known in Cecil Sharp’s interpretation
of 1922. The tune by Henry Purcell first appeared as part of the incidental music for
The Prophetess, a big budget musical spectacle with many special effects that
enlivened the London stage in 1690. The play itself was an adaptation of a seventy
year old work by Fletcher and Massinger, and the renovated version included some
very pointed satirical jabs about the current government’s policy toward Ireland.
There was not one siege of Limerick, but two: the first a heartening victory for
the Irish loyal to the deposed King James II, and the second a defeat ending in
surrender and, for many, exile. The hero of both actions was the dashing Patrick
Sarsfield, first Earl of Lucan, who fled to France with his very young wife, Honora
de Burgo, and continued to serve King James in France until his death in 1693.

The after-career of his widow reads like romantic fiction. Credited—perhaps in
exaggeration—with introducing “les contredanses anglaises” to the French court
and hailed as “the first flower of her generation…a nymph,” she fell into dire
poverty in the town of Huy, where her husband had died. The young Duke of
Berwick happened to see her and her infant son and, struck by her famous beauty,
fell in love with her and took her son under his protection. They were married in
1695, the very year this dance appeared in Playford’s Dancing Master. The Siege of
Limerick, like so many dances in the English country dance tradition, is the
centerpoint of a knot of politics, destiny, art and love—a complex tribute to an Irish
heroine of English dance.
(CDSS News, issue #190, May/June 2006)
7.

Lord of Carnarvon’s Jigg
This spirited dance for four couples, which appeared in print with the first
edition of Playford in 1651, owes its name to Robert Dormer, first Earl of Carnarvon
(1610-1643). Carnarvon married into the very wealthy and influential family of the
earl of Pembroke, and he is one of the few figures from English country dance to
have been depicted by a great painter: he is visible at the right of Anthony van
Dyck’s group portrait of the Pembroke family, the very picture of a standard-bearer
of the jeunesse dorée [fashionable and wealthy young people].
When the war came, Carnarvon declared for the King, and was an able and
effective commander. After enjoying success at the Battle of Newbury, he rather
imprudently returned by some of the Parliamentary forces, where one of the
soldiers recognized him and ran him through with a sword. The earl of Clarendon,
who wrote the definitive contemporary history of the war, extolled Carnarvon as
having devoted himself with as much zeal to soldiery as he had formerly given to
travel, hunting, hawking and “the looser exercises of pleasure.” Neither the dance’s
original tune nor Jack-a-Lent with which Cecil Sharp paired it for his interpretation
in the third volume of The Country Dance Book in 1912, is a jig by our lights, not
being in 6/8 time, but the word “jig,” in the seventeenth century, meant principally
a lively dance or fidgeting movement. The simplicity of this dance’s figure, as
contrasted to the complexity of dances such as Faine I Would and Lulle Me Beyond
Thee from the same collection, suggests a great deal about the energetic and
pleasure-loving character of the young man who inspired it, and its publication
eight year’s after the earl’s death must have been occasion for an especially
poignant kind of joy.
(CDSS News, issue #191, July/August 2006)

8.

Orange Nan
One of the most charming historical dances interpreted and presented in recent
years by Andrew Shaw is Orange Nan, which appeared in Walsh’s Twenty-Four
New Country-Dances, For the Year 1713, published in 1712, and later taken into the

Second Volume of the Dancing-Master by John Young. “Orange” refers not to the
color of her hair or her clothing, but to her profession—one of them. “Orange-girls,”
licensed purveyors of fruits and confections, were one of the most colorful features
of Restoration theatre. They stood with their backs to the action on stage and
hawked their wares rather like modern hotdog vendors or cigarette girls, sometimes
competing wittily with the actors for the audience’s ear. By far the most famous of
the orange-girls was Nell Gwyn, who rose from her place as the employee of
“Orange Moll” to actress to mistress of the King himself. Most orange-girls also
offered other services to gentlemen for a fee. Orange Nan’s name, for instance,
turns up in the third issue of a short-lived periodical called The Wandering Whore
in 1660 among the “common whores,” where she jostles for attention with the likes
of “Black Bess” (the dedicatee of another dance), “Fair Rosamond” and “Mrs. Bliss.”
Since Nan would have been at least in her later sixties by 1712, this sweet dance
may have been a tribute to her memory—or dedicated to the inheritor of her title,
the next Anne or Nancy to delight theatregoers with the fruits of her beauty and
wit.
(CDSS News, issue #192, September/October 2006)
* The Playford Ball: 103 Early English Country Dances, by Kate Van Winkle Keller
and Genevieve Shimer, Country Dance and Song Society, 1994 (a collection of
classic country dances of seventeenth and eighteenth century England; includes
historical interpretations and notes, original instructions and tunes; ordering
information: www.cdss.org/store-home.html.)
9.

Spanish Jigg
This pleasing and straightforward longways dance, with its easygoing jig tune,
dates from 1695, and we know it today through Douglas and Helen Kennedy’s
interpretation in Country Dance Book New Series (1929), as well as Jim Morrison’s
interpretation, recently republished in Legacy. Throughout the period of English
country dance’s first great wave of popularity, the English were at best ambivalent
about the Spanish, their most formidable rivals in exploration and international
trade, but also arbiters of fashion and artistic style—some scholars even assign a
Spanish origin to England’s morris dance. The Spanish Jigg likely is to be closely
connected with Thomas D’Urfey’s Comical History of Don Quixote from 1694, the
hugely successful first English stage adaptation of Cervantes’ smash bestselling
novel from earlier in the century. While this tune does not appear in the songbooks
published in association with the stage production, it is precisely the sort of dance
that would have been performed by the actors in the drama between acts or at the
show’s conclusion, and its publication for the social dance market the following year
capitalized on the show’s hit status.
(CDSS News, issue #193, November/December 2006)

10.

Old Noll’s Jigg
This dance, which we know from Cecil Sharp’s interpretation in the final
volume of his Country Dance Book series, first appeared in the eleventh edition of
The Dancing Master of 1701, but is likely to have been some decades older. In the
seventeenth century, “Noll” was a nickname for Oliver—in this case, the by-then
dead and despised Oliver Cromwell. Streams of acid satire, from the 1640s onward,
were directed at Cromwell as “Old Noll the Brewer,” who, despite his rather genteel
background, far from alehouses, was condemned by Royalists as a red-nosed
“Brewer of Faction, Schisme, and Sedition”—a coarse, drunken brewer being the
most unsuitable sort of general and leader. Even the gruesome exhumation and
“execution” visited upon Cromwell’s body after the Restoration in 1660 did not
discourage his critics; satirical ballads of the time refer to “brewer Noll with copper
Nose” who “cuts off his foes as thick as hops.” The figure of the dance, with its
tipsy-sounding jig, pointedly includes “two Hops,” which are both a physical action
and a reference to the material of the brewer’s trade. This dance seems to give vent
to the Royalist sentiment that Old Noll the Brewer had received the ignominy he
deserved, or, as a proverb of the time had it, “As you brew, so shall you bake.”
(CDSS News, issue #194, January/February 2007)

11.

Trip to the Jubilee
One of the most distinctive early longways dances still in the contemporary
repertoire of English country dance is Trip to the Jubilee, which appears in the
1701 edition of The Dancing Master. This dance is remarkable in several respects: it
belongs to the very small category of dances with known authors; it is a dance with
a clear provenance from the theatre of the day; finally, it survives in two entirely
different notational systems. “Trip to the Jubilee” is the subtitle of George
Farquhar’s very successful comedy of 1699, The Constant Couple, and that play was
often casually referred to by its subtitle. By that year, John Essex seems to have
succeeded to the post formerly occupied by Thomas Bray at the Theatre Royal in
Drury Lane, and the subsequent publication of his dance by the Playford family
capitalized on the popularity of the play, and may have reflected the success of the
dance itself, since Playford’s collection calls it “‘Trip to the Jubilee,’ As ’Tis Done at
the Play-House.”
The distinctive figure of the dance, wherein, at the climactic point of the tune,
couples turn with two hands but end with their backs to each other, seems to be a
choreographic reflection of the comic misunderstandings of the principal hero and
heroine. In 1710, Essex tucked a handful of his own longways dances, including
“Trip,” into the illustrative supplements of his translation of Raoul-Auger Feuillet’s
treatise on the French method of notating dance movements. The diagrams of the
French method indeed clarify the slightly opaque verbal description in Playford
nine years before, and it was this version that Pat Shaw successfully interpreted for
modern dancers in the 1960s.
(CDSS News, issue #196, May/June 2007)

12.

The She Favourite
We like to think of English country dances as celebrations of good times, and
indeed most of them recollect famous people, great houses, chic watering-holes,
pleasure gardens, popular songs and theatrical events—but the dance could also be
an expression of politics in its most satirical mode. “The She Favourite,” which has
returned to the modern repertoire through the good offices of interpreter Andrew
Shaw, was one of the twenty-four country dances created by Nathaniel Kynaston for
the publisher Walsh in 1710. What, we may ask, is a she-favourite? There is no end,
in historical record, of royal favourites, toadies and men of talent alike, clambering
their way into high position; nor is there any shortage of royal mistresses, deploying
different talents to similar ends—but of women-favourites we have very few
examples. The unusual phrase appears as the title of this dance—and the subtitle of
a frankly scurrilous pamphlet by the bookseller John Dunton in 1715, “KingAbigail.” Dunton, founder and editor of The Athenian Gazette, wrote several poisonpen assessments of Queen Anne’s reign, beginning with “Neck or Nothing.” “KingAbigail,” ostensibly a sermon on Isaiah 3:12 (“…women rule over them”), deals with
the rise of Abigail Hill Masham to power as the female favourite of Queen Anne, in
succession to Sarah Churchill, the Duchess of Marlborough. Kynaston’s dance was
written in 1710, at the very moment when Sarah’s influence had begun to wane and
her cousin Abigail’s star had begun to shine; his dance, with its sinuous tune and
characteristic unequal “chase” tracks, can be read as symbolic of the shifts and
changes of power that dominated English political life in the early eighteenth
century, and strongly suggests that Kynaston himself was part of the coffeehouse
culture in which Dunton and his friends wrote The Athenian Gazette. Abigail was
celebrated more openly that year—“Mrs. Hill’s Dance,” which appeared in
Playford’s Dancing Master in 1710, almost certainly refers to her—but the title of
Kynaston’s dance, while it almost certainly gave rise to assembly-room snickering,
was safely ambiguous until the publication of Dunton’s pamphlet, after Anne’s
death and Masham’s retirement from public life.
(CDSS News, issue #197, July/August 2007)

13.

The Maid’s Last Wish
One of the more charming longways dances presented by Tom Cook in his
second collection of reconstructions of historical dances, Again Let’s Be Merry, is the
dance The Maid’s Last Wish, which first appeared in the ninth edition of The
Dancing Master, published by Henry Playford in 1695, reappearing in all further
editions of Volume I, and included by Walsh in The Compleat Dancing Master of
1718. The irrepressibly sprightly 6/8 tune and the faintly bawdy undertone of the
title (of which more later) strongly suggested popular song would seem to make this
a page from Thomas D’Urfey’s vast anthology of salacious and occasionally witty
song, Wit and Mirth; or, Pills to Purge Melancholy—but this maid makes no wishes
in those six volumes. In 1693, two years before the first appearance of the dance,
Thomas Southerne premiered his cynical comedy on the inevitable woes of love and

marriage, The Maid’s Last Prayer. Southerne’s play is busy with references
interesting to the English country dancer: three songs from it are attributed to
Henry Purcell; the “maid” of the title, we are assured, is a skilled dancer—“she has
all her motions to a miracle.” None of Purcell’s songs, however, belongs to our maid.
There is, however, one other song in the play which has no composer attached, and
may have been read out over musical accompaniment rather than sung in
performance:
Garnish:
Well, Sir, what News from the Lady?
Granger:
Nothing extraordinary; she has play’d the Fool, and writ a Song, as most People
do, that are in love: Pray read it, ’tis all her own, I assure you.
SONG:
Prithee, my Dear, do not be so peevish
To her, that takes thy part:
Altho’ thy Eyes, and thy Tongue so theevish,
Have stole away her Heart.
For know, my Dear, it is I that love thee,
Most Passionately:
And if thou’t do as it doth behove thee,
I’ll thank thee heartily.
Then, prithee Dear, let me know the Morning,
When thou and I shall Wed:
For I, by that, shall guess the Evening
When we shall go to Bed.
The play also concludes, as many comedies of the period did, with a final
onstage dance. The tune for our “maid”—for which this song’s lyrics are a good
match—seems to have been intended for this song, and may have been reprised for
that final dance. Perhaps, more than a year later, its choreographer, or the Playford
family, may have slightly misremembered the title of the play, and the error stuck
in all subsequent republications. The maid’s last wish, by the way, is not to be a
maid any longer—as the play’s epilogue bitterly tells us:
See the effects of a poor Maids last Pray’r,
Driven by meer want of Husband to despair.
And Ladies, in a barren Age as this is
’Tis hard for all of us, to have our Wishes.
(CDSS News, issue #198, September/October 2007)

14.

Young Widow
One of the most charming dances in the English country dance repertoire is a
dance with an American origin: John Griffiths’ “The Young Widow.” Griffiths, an
itinerant dancing master in New England in the later eighteenth century,
presented this dance, with its simple but ingenious progressive figure, in 1788’s
Collection of The Newest and Most Fashionable Country Dances and Cotillions;
modern dancers came to know it through Jim Morrison’s interpretation, which was
published in Country Dance and Song in 1974. Chip and Frances Hendrickson and
Kate van Winkle Keller have added immensely to our store of knowledge about
Griffiths and his world—but who was the young widow?
Before Queen Victoria made her dear Albert’s death the occasion for a lifetime
of sour seclusion, the widow was a provocative figure. In the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, the widow often enjoyed a better legal status than a mere
daughter or wife. She might well have control over her late husband’s money; she
could be a woman of enterprise, taking over her husband’s business. Still more
dangerously, to the prurient (and misogynist) imagination of the time, she had been
offered a taste of carnal satisfaction but been denied its daily bread (—hence the
procession of lusty and merry widows down almost to our own day).
As for her youth—behind all the merry widows is the story of the Ephesian
Widow or the Ephesian Matron, first told by Petronius in his Satyricon, in which a
virtuous widow, determined to die in her husband’s tomb, is persuaded by a soldier
not only to love him, but to substitute her husband’s body for that of the crucified
thief her new lover was supposed to have guarded—better a living lover than two
dead, she reasons. This story was extolled and laughed over and retranslated and
retold dozens of times as an example of male chicanery and female inconstancy and
lust.
Charles Dibdin used the story for his comic “serenata,” The Ephesian Matron,
in 1769, but I think a nearer source for Griffiths may have been the Matron’s
genteel descendant in Charles Denis’ poem, “The Young Widow,” which first
appeared in 1754, but which Griffiths probably ran across in The Lady’s Poetical
Magazine of 1781. In it, a genial father tells his daughter, the inconsolable widow,
promises to find her the husband she will be wanting within the year. She denies it
angrily, but before the year is out, she reminds her father of his promise—“Where is
the husband, pray, that once you spoke of?” Time, Denis says, “congeals the falling
tear/To form the lovely lucid leer/Which sparkles in a widow’s eyes.” But perhaps
we had better give the last word to Dibdin’s “Matron,” who says with disarming
directness: “Another kind mate/Should give me what fate/Would not from the
former allow/With him I’d amuse/The hours you abuse/And I think I know very well
how.”
(CDSS News, issue #199, November/December 2007)

15.

Ore Boggy
A Choice collection of country dances, first published in Dublin by John and

William Neal in 1726 and edited for modern dancers by George Fogg and Rich
Jackson, has given us wonderful dances like The Haymakers, The Ragg, Old Wife
Behind the Fire, and great classics like Yellow Stockings, The Dusty Miller, and
Knives and Forkes, as well as interesting alternate versions of Bury Fair, The
Collier’s Daughter, and other dances familiar from Playford and Walsh sources.
Some titles resist explanation. “Ore Boggy?” dancers say to me. Yet, serendipity
occasionally favors the scholar’s life. While looking for something quite different, my
eye fell upon a curious phrase in the play The Wonder: A Woman Keeps a Secret:
“Will ye dance the Reel of Bogye with me?” The play is by the remarkable Susannah
Centlivre (1679-1723), whose career in the theater would have been successful by
any standard, but given that she was a woman in a man’s profession, looks more
like a miracle—but its date was disappointingly early: 1714.
Yet I rapidly found that the play had been reprinted in connection with a Smock
Alley production in Dublin—in 1725. The question occurs at the happy conclusion of
the comedy, where the intrusion of bogs and reels explodes the thin fiction that its
setting was Portugal, and it is followed by the entry of musicians and dancers, who
perform “A Country-Dance” of the sort that often concluded theatrical productions
in the eighteenth century. Whether there was another pre-existing dance, either to
the tune found in Neal or the related “O’er Boggy” tune still found in folk musicians’
playbooks, we do not know, but just as the Neal collection capitalized on the success
of Playford and Walsh with Irish variants, the Neals seem to have known a good
thing in Centlivre’s popular play when they saw it.
(CDSS News, issue #200, January/February 2008)
16.

The Drummer
We might at times describe a tune for a dance “haunting,” but until now, we
have had little cause to call a dance itself “haunted.” “The Drummer” is a dance
from the Thompson collection of 1757; we know it from the interpretation of that
very active and inventive dance deviser and interpreter Charles Bolton, who
published his version in his Retreads 7. The excellent tune is characterized by its
driving rhythm, with repeated, “drumming” notes reminiscent of a military
tattoo—and there my inquiry might have stopped, except that I happened upon a
reference to a play by the name of The Drummer.
This comedy was written by Joseph Addison (1672-1719) and published
anonymously in 1714, on the heels of his very successful and beloved tragedy Cato.
His friend Sir Richard Steele, his longtime collaborator in the creation of the
acclaimed periodical The Spectator, used his influence to see that Addison’s comedy
was the only new drama produced at the Drury Lane Theatre in the 1715-1716
season, yet it was not the success that Cato had been. It continued to be
republished, however, both alone and with Addison’s other works, throughout the
eighteenth century. Addison’s source was the story of the Ghostly Drummer of
Tedworth, a supposed poltergeist that had haunted a Mr. Mompesson in 1661, and
made famous by Joseph Glanvill as evidence of the life hereafter.

By Addison’s day, however, the story seemed an obvious hoax, and in his
comedy, the aptly named “Mr. Fantome” uses ghostly drumming to get at “Mrs.
Trueman,” who supposes her husband dead in the wars; her name, and the fact that
her husband is not dead, tell us already that the lecherous “ghost” will fail in his
mission. Ben Franklin revived the story, resituated to the outskirts of Philadelphia,
in a frankly anticlerical satire in The Pennsylvania Gazette of 1730: on our side of
the Atlantic, the Drummer, not satisfied with noise, resorts to grabbing ministers’
toes. Thompson probably published the dance in connection with the republication
of Addison’s play in 1755, but his choice was remarkably prescient: in 1761, William
Hogarth included a tiny image of the Drummer of Tedworth in his engraving
“Credulity, Superstition and Fanaticism” (he is standing on the thermometer at the
right). In 1762, the Cock Lane Ghost fraud renewed interest in Addison’s play,
which was produced with great success in two rival productions at the Drury Lane
and Covent Garden theatres later that year. Audiences of the mid-eighteeenth
century were finally ready to meet ghostly apparitions with Addison’s skepticism
and laughter: “ ’Tis the solitude of the Country that creates these Whimsies; there
was never such a thing as a Ghost heard of at London, except in the Play-house.”
(CDSS News, issue #201, March/April 2008)
17.

Delia
It is rare that “Tell Me More” investigates modern dances, the origins of so
many of which are already well-known to living dancers, but we have made an
exception for “Delia.” This lovely three-couple dance was devised by the late English
dancer Ellen Taylor sometime in the 1970s, and published by Tom Cook in his
collection Hunter’s Moon. Like so many successful modern dances, however, it has a
much older tune.
“Delia” appeared first in the opera The Amorous Goddess, which premiered at
Drury Lane on February 1, 1744; it was composed by Samuel Howard (1710-1782),
sometime chorister for George Frideric Handel and student of Johann Pepusch, of
Beggar’s Opera fame. The lyrics, however, read less like an inducement to love than
like a commercial for Vauxhall Gardens:
“DELIA, in whose form we trace,
All that can a virgin grace,
Hark where pleasure blithe as May,
Bids us to Vaux-hall away.
Verdant vistas, melting sounds,
Magic echo, fairy rounds:
Beauties ev’ry where surprise;
Sure that place dropt from the skies.”
And, sure enough, Howard was to be one of the most prolific suppliers of songs
for Vauxhall Garden’s musical entertainments. Vauxhall Gardens (also known as

“Spring Garden”—another, earlier dance), like the dance-floor itself, and so many of
the London sites celebrated in dance, was a place for men and women to mingle
with a minimum of supervision and prying eyes—but it was so much more. Under
the inspired management of Jonathan Tyers, Vauxhall grew to include elm walks,
water features, fireworks, statues of Handel and Milton, paintings by Francis
Hayman (including “Country Dancers around a Maypole”) and performances by the
most acclaimed singers and musicians of the day, open to all for a mere
shilling—arguably the world’s first amusement park. “Sally in Our Alley,” “The
Dashing White Sergeant,” and “The Lass of Richmond Hill,” as well as “Delia,” were
all Vauxhall songs, and Ellen Taylor’s gracious dance is a sweet reminder of
London’s Vauxhall diversions.
(CDSS News, issue #202, May/June 2008)
18.

Lord Foppington
The early years of English country dance celebrate not only the great (The
Queen’s Jig) and the humble (Pinks and Lilies), but those whom fame once
embraced and has since abandoned, like Colley Cibber (1671-1757). Son of a Danish
sculptor, Cibber made a splash in the 1696 London season with the comedy Love’s
Last Shift, in which he gave himself the role of Sir Novelty Fashion. So notable was
the success of this novel comedy, as sentimental as it was witty, that it was quickly
followed by a sequel, The Relapse. In this play, Sir John Vanbrugh (1664-1726) paid
Cibber the somewhat oblique compliment of reusing all the younger man’s
characters and elevating Sir Novelty to the peerage as Lord Foppington, even
incorporating Cibber’s successful mannerisms and extemporaneous gags.
The success of The Relapse far eclipsed that of the original play: it was produced
throughout the eighteenth century; adapted and slightly bowdlerized by Richard
Sheridan as A Trip to Scarborough in 1777, it continued on the stage to the end of
the nineteenth century. Vanbrugh went on to fame as the architect of the great seat
of the Marlboroughs, Blenheim Palace (remembered in dance by Blenheim Pound, A
Trip to Blenheim and Blenheim Castle); Cibber, who somewhat implausibly rose to
the rank of Poet Laureate in 1730, got on the wrong side of Alexander Pope, and
found himself on the throne of Dulness in Pope’s “Dunciad”—but perhaps he
deserves a bit better. A shrewd businessman and apt mimic, he gave us, in his
memoirs, one of the finest accounts of the theatre and actors of the Georgian stage,
and he knew something about the value of a dance: “a Dance between the
Acts…[can] make up for the Dullness of what would have been by itself only
proper.”
Lord Foppington survives in two or perhaps three dances: The Lord Phopington
of the 1701 edition of The Dancing Master, and The Pilgrim of 1703 (another
Vanbrugh adaptation), renamed Lord Phopington in 1709, found in the second
Fallibroome collection, and Charles Bolton’s third collection of Retreads. Fop’s
Fancy of 1718 may also nod to Cibber’s great character. As for the fop himself, the
counterpart of the beau, the exquisite, the rake, the dandy and the macaroni, his

excessive interest in clothing and appearance did not connote any lack of interest in
women, then or now: Lord Foppington himself was a notable womanizer. Today we
would call him a metrosexual.
(CDSS News, issue #203, July/August 2008)
19.

The Punch-Bowl
One of the justly beloved Playford interpretations by Pat Shaw is “The PunchBowl,” which first appeared in the eleventh edition of The Dancing Master, and
continued to appear in subsequent editions until 1728. Nowadays we use the word
“punch” rather carelessly to denote almost any sort of sweet, fizzy drink—is there
any drink more characteristic of childhood than fruit punch?—but in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, it had a more specific and exciting meaning.
Punch was a beverage of Indian origin, discovered by the English navy there
sometime in the early 1670s, composed of some mixture of strong, weak, sweet, and
tart or spicy: most usually, brandy or rum, wine, water, sugar, lemon or lime, and
nutmeg. The sailor Henry Teonge records in his diary of 1675 that, after sharing
part of three bowls of the unfamiliar beverage in a party on board, he
unsurprisingly had some difficulty finding his pillow.
Punch was a runaway success back home in England; celebrated in comic
poems and songs, it became closely associated with the rising Whigs and the
ascendancy of William and Mary (like the potation, welcome foreigners). It rapidly
became the fashion to throw biscuits (sweet or savory) called “toasts” into the
mixture, hence the phrase “to drink a toast” when commending the health of
another in drink. The punch bowl itself—less the tubs we use now than a generous
bowl or large goblet—rapidly became a necessary member of every family, a perfect
wedding gift or a suitable presentation to an employee, like a superior pen or a
toaster; inevitably many coffee-houses served a good strong punch, and many
taverns were named The Punch-Bowl. The apotheosis of punch may be said to have
come in 1694, when Edward Russell, then Lord of the Admiralty, gave a smashing
party at Alicante in Spain where a fountain was made to run with punch, while a
small boy in a small boat rowed around the fountain to pour cups for the six
thousand guests.
But perhaps we should leave the last word to political philosopher Bernard
Mandeville, from his Fable of the Bees of 1714: “I would compare the Body Politick
to a Bowl of Punch: Experience teaches us that the Ingredients judiciously mixt will
make an excellent Liquor, lik’d of and admir’d by Men of exquisite Palates.”
And so it is with all good things, and with the dance named for that strong and
sweet potation.
(CDSS News, issue #204, September/October 2008)

20.

Jacque Latin
Perhaps the most beloved of the dances found in English Dances for the Dutch

Court, Charles Cyril Hendrickson’s important modern edition of a 1755 collection
assembled by dancing master G. Willsim for Prince Willem of Orange-Nassau and
his wife Anna, daughter of George II of England, is “Jacque Latin.” Thanks to the
pioneering research of Sean Donnelly in his article, “Ecstasy in Eighteenth-Century
Kildare,” we find a certain John Lattin, originally of Morristown Lattin in County
Kildare. The Lattins were a wealthy English family long resident in Ireland, and
despite prejudicial treatment and special taxation, as obstinate in their Catholicism
as their Englishness. John Lattin was the eldest of seven children born to the
Lattins in the first quarter of the eighteenth century, and lived only long enough to
be a marvel, a model and a warning. He died in July of 1731, according to persistent
family tradition and local lore, after a feat of long distance dancing, not unlike Will
Kemp’s “Nine-Days’ Wonder” at the turn of the seventeenth century. Traditions
vary as to whether he danced from Morristown to Dublin or vice versa, but the
ancient family rhyme probably has the rights of it: Jack Lattin/dressed in
satin/Broke his heart of dancing/He danced from Castle Browne/to Morristown.
Lattin was also said to have been one of the most gifted fiddlers of his day; he
accompanied himself as he danced, and may even have written the tune that
afterwards bore his name. He was a friend to the celebrated musician Larry
Grogan, and almost certainly knew the Neals, who lost very little time in publishing
an early version of the “Jack Lattin” country dance in the third edition of their
country dance book.
All this—and he was twenty-one years old at his death.
The tune associated with his name appeared with many dances from 1731
onward into the early nineteenth century; as an instrumental solo, it was quickly
appropriated by the Scots, sometimes as “Jockey Latin,” and retained a spot in
popular concert programs well into the nineteenth century. Robert Burns used the
tune for two different poems (only one of them bawdy), and Lattin’s name persisted
as a warning and a threat of thrilling but perhaps perilous dancing: “I’ll make you
dance Jack Lattin” turns up in James Joyce’s Ulysses. Willsim’s version of the
country dance is, fittingly, one of the liveliest dances in our repertoire, but has
never yet, so long as simultaneous fiddling and long-distance travel are not
attempted, proven as perilous to us as it was to young John Lattin.
(CDSS News, issue #205, November/December 2008)
21.

Wa Is Me, What Mun I Do?
One tune, two names, two dances, two composers, two poets—such is the merry
confusion that attends upon one of the most beloved historical dances in our
repertoire. Reconstructed for modern dancers by Christine Helwig, and still the
signature dance of the Elm City Elegance Ball in New Haven, which was Christine’s
home dance for many years, Wa Is Me, What Mun I Do? was first printed in the
ninth edition of The Dancing Master in 1695—but what is the true name and origin
of the dance, which Christine’s volume of Purcell-inspired dances lists with Epsom
Wells? Like so many of the older dances, Wa Is Me, as well as the play, the poem,

and the hornpipe that inspired it, recalls the ambiguous delights of one of England’s
fashionable hotspots, the medicinal waters at Epsom in Surrey (hence “Epsom
salts”), where the lucky and the unwary might win or lose a fortune or a heart.
Epsom-Wells was the title of one of the most successful comedies from the hand of
Thomas Shadwell (1640-1692), whom we know best now as the target of one of John
Dryden’s bitterest satires, MacFlecknoe—but he collaborated with Henry Purcell,
and wrote theatre songs in his own right. His play was revived in 1693, and it is
possible that this “English hornpipe” tune in F was written for that revival, but the
attribution to Purcell is by no means certain. Some sources in the period attribute it
to James Paisible (1656-1721), a very successful recorder player and composer for
stage and court—and indeed, it sounds much more like Paisible’s pleasant, effective
tunes than Purcell’s ingenious chromaticism.
Two years later, Thomas D’urfey (1653-1723), author/editor of Wit and Mirth;
or, Pills to Purge Melancholy, and all-round flexible and facile playwright and
versifier, fitted words to the pre-existing tune. Although D’urfey’s poem works very
much the same vein as Shadwell’s play, it is unlikely to have been sung in it, since
there are no naïve Scotsmen in Shadwell. In that same year, Playford published
Epsom Wells and Wa Is Me, What Mun I Do? cheek by jowl in The Dancing Master,
two dances with the same tune. By all indications, to our dismay, Epsom Wells was
the more successful, appearing in eight further editions, as opposed to the other
dance’s paltry three—it is our day that sees the beauty of the more unusual figures
of Wa Is Me. To add to the confusion, Playford published an Epsom New Wells
(“New,” almost certainly to distinguish itself from the two prior dances) in the first
edition of the second Volume of The Dancing Master and three subsequent
editions—but it was an entirely different dance and tune.
We can hardly do better in closing than to reproduce D’urfey’s poem here. I
have retained his spelling, which may be D’urfey’s attempt to reproduce not only
Scots, but also a Scottish brogue; I have, however, lightly modernized his
punctuation. Sometime after 1695, D’urfey “improved” the spelling of his name with
an apostrophe after the “D,” to suggest, falsely, a French and aristocratic
origin—but we leave him as an Englishman here. Whether his portrait of an
innocent and lovestruck Scottish lad is patronizing or boorish or charming is a
matter of taste, but the poem certainly gives the dance the suitable backdrop of
wide-eyed wonder and yearning love, all to the music of Purcell—or is it Paisible?
A Scotch Song, the Words made and fitted to the Tune
by Mr. Durfey
Waa is me, what mun I do?
Drinking Waters I may rue,
Since my Heart so muckle [much] harm befell,
Wounded by a bonny Lass at Epsome-Well.
I’se have been at Dalkeith Fair,
Seen the charming Faces there;

But aw [all] Scotland now, gude faith, defye
Sike [such] a Lip to show, and lovely rowling Eye.
Jennyes Skin was white, her Fingers small;
Moggy, she was slender, straight and tall;
But my Love here bears away the Bell from all;
For her I sigh, for her I dye in a wild despair.
Never Man in Woman took such Joy;
Never Woman was to Man so coy;
She’l not be my Honey for my Love or Money:
Well-a-day, what torments I mun bear.
(CDSS News, issue #206, January/February 2008)
22.

The Hop-Ground
Bert Simons introduced this charming and accessible dance from the
1794 Preston collection in his aptly named collection, Kentish Hops; it commands
our attention both as a specimen of history and a specimen of music. The “hopground” in question is not a dance floor, where hops might naturally lead to leaping
or jumping, but instead refers to the cultivation of the bitter-tasting hop plant.
Nowadays we use the words “beer” and “ale” almost interchangeably, but until the
modern era, “ale” meant unhopped malt, while“beer” signified the addition of hops.
The hop plant was notably cultivated in the Low Countries, and at first there was
resistance to malt prepared with hops, with its overtones of foreignness and
Lutheranism. Some English traditionalists even distrusted beer as a cause of
melancholy and male impotence, but brewers and tapsters recognized hops’ mildly
preservative qualities, and hops gained wide acceptance as a balance to the
sweetness of malt by the seventeenth century. By the late seventeenth century, it
was the basis of a substantial and immensely profitable industry in Kent, where
more than a third of England’s hop crop was produced. In the late eighteenth
century, England’s thirsty masses began to demand a lighter flavor, and Kent
answered with the famous “Golding” variety.
The dance’s infectious tune is one of the last of its breed—it is a “round-o,”
which by derivation is an English corruption of the French rondeau or the Italian
rondo. The French and Italian forms are obsessive forms that evoke the popular
song, with its verse-chorus structure: the composition returns again and again to an
original theme (AB-A-C-A-D, and so on); the English variant is a single strain that
returns again and again to its beginning without harmonic resolution, a kind of
musical ouroboros, the snake that devours its own tail. Round-Os were very popular
in the seventeenth century—dancers know Hambleton’s Round-O best—but had
almost entirely fallen out of fashion by the mid-eighteenth century. This suitably
light and almost giddy dance looks back and forward, bidding farewell to the last of
the English round-os as it salutes the dernier cri of English agricultural innovation.

The Hop Ground (Preston 1794)
Longways duple minor
A1

1-8

A2
B1

1-8
1-8

B2

1-8

First couple set right and left twice to the second lady and circle left
with her.
Repeat with second man.
First couple cross, go below the second couple improper, second couple
moving up, first couple two hand turn once and a half (all proper).
First and second couples four changes of a circular hey.

(CDSS News, issue #206, January/February 2008)
Tune notation from Kentish Hops: A Collection of Country Dances Mainly from the
18th & 19th Centuries, collected by A. (Bert) Simons (Barn Dance Publishing, 19901991; used by permission. Book available through the CDSS Store,
www.cdss.org/store-home.html.

